Readers,

While we were putting this issue of TNR together, two historic events happened which I felt were stories not to miss. First was the devastating earthquake that hit Haiti Jan. 12 and then there was the launch of space shuttle Endeavour Feb. 8.

The earthquake shows us how valuable Reservists are to the ability of the Navy to surge forward at a moment’s notice. Relief efforts got underway and Reservists joined in the charge to give support. In this issue you will find a story about how the Navy’s medium airlift capability is a critical component of Haiti relief. The part of this that makes me proud is the Navy Reserve provides 100 percent of that capability. Our VR squadrons were able to surge forward and provide hundreds of flight hours to deliver millions of pounds of supplies to Haiti.

The space shuttle Endeavour launch is something all Americans can be proud of, especially Navy Reservists. On board was Reservist Capt. Kay Hire, a 21-year veteran of the space shuttle program. This shows how Reservists bring incredible civilian skills to the Navy, while also bringing Navy skills to your civilian employers. I was recently going through past issues of TNR and found coverage of other launches involving Navy Reservists and have to say Hire is part of a good size group of people that do amazing work, as civilians and as a Reservist. Welcome home Capt. Hire.

To wrap up this letter I would like to wish a great big happy 117th birthday to the chief petty officer community. Through the years there have been many chiefs I have worked with whose lessons I will never forget. When you are done reading this issue go out and thank a chief.

Sincerely,

Jim Vornidian
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**Travel Smart**

**DTS/NROWS Integration**

**Written by: Lt. Catherine Anderson**

**Reserve Force Travel**

**Mentioned** in the December 2009 edition of TNR, the Defense Travel System (DTS) has been integrated with the Navy Reserve Order Writing System (NROWS) to streamline the process of booking travel and getting paid for it.

The most common reasons orders do not get ticketed and the member experiences difficulties are listed below, with the explanation of how to avoid these pitfalls.

Let’s start at the beginning … DTS Self Registration. This needs to be completed once and should be done and approved at least five days before a set of orders begins. The most common reason a self registration is disapproved is when a Reservist doesn’t put an “R” at the end of their social security number. For a step by step print out on how to register, along with a lot of other DTS information, visit our SharePoint page (private side) at [https://private.navymil](https://private.navymil)

Next is NROWS. Submit your orders like you always have and route them up your chain of command. To see where your orders are in the approval process, go to “View Application Details,” then “Track this Application,” and to “Actions and Comments.” If the orders are stuck, you can see who the point of contact is and get a hold of that person directly. If the orders have been disapproved you will see the explanation as to why.

Now that you’re registered and you’ve submitted your NROWS orders, it’s time to complete your DTS authorization request, right? Not quite. NROWS needs to import your file into DTS. DTS will send you an e-mail (to the address you have listed in NROWS) to tell you it’s time to create an authorization. An important item to remember after creating an authorization is to sign it before clicking “Save and Continue.”

You will receive a second e-mail from DTS 72 hours prior to travel that provides your itinerary and shows your trip has been ticketed. Again, we encourage you to visit our SharePoint page to review the step by step procedure until this whole process becomes second nature.

If you need help, the trained and dedicated staff at your local Navy Operational Support Center (NOSC) or squadron is standing by to assist. CNRFC has sent training teams into the regions (RCCSW and RCCSE will be trained this summer) and has provided them with the knowledge and tools to work through most issues. If you have a concern that stumps the NOSC, then you or your NOSC should try to resolve the issue with the travel experts at your regional command. If still not resolved then call the DTS Help Desk at 888-HELP 1 GO (1-888-435-7146) for additional guidance.

Sometimes special situations arise so we want to address those as well. This month we’ll cover out of the continental United States (OCONUS) orders and back-to-back orders:

- **OCONUS Orders** – When traveling overseas and a unit identification code is not available, you are required to include the full city and country name (FPO/APO addresses are not acceptable and will result in orders being rejected)

- **Back-to-Back vs. For Further Assignment Orders** – Back-to-back orders are completed at one location but have different funding sources (i.e. annual training and inactive duty training travel). For Further Assignment orders are when you travel to one location for part of your duty, travel to a second location for continuing duty and travel to your home of record upon completion.

CNRFC N33, along with the NOSCs and RCCs are here to support you. We are mindful of the vital contributions you are making with your service and every day we strive to make the process better.

If you have a question or comment for CNRFC N33, please email CNRFC_NROWSDTSHelpDesk@NAVY.MIL and we will select the most common issues to address.
DIVERSE MOBILIZATION Pool list came out in January accompanied by a long list of readiness requirements. Not much was new, but the reminder to make ready was necessary for many.

Some may find the prompt irritating and respond by saying “My security clearance is up-to-date. I did my training last month. My training is current. Why are you bugging me?” But many will appreciate the prod as they realize their security clearance is expiring in two months, their family care plan doesn’t work anymore, or they need a new crown for dental readiness level 1.

Diversity training and heritage events may elicit similar responses. “I treat everyone the same, why do I need this? It never makes any difference, why should I care? They don’t celebrate my culture, heritage or religion so what makes this one better?”

I recently read an article by Sonia Nieto, a Professor Emerita of Language, Literacy, and Culture, School of Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, in which she describes four levels of diversity and multicultural interactions, challenging readers to move beyond tolerance.

For many years we have been taught to be tolerant. Merriam-Webster defines tolerance as ‘sympathy or indulgence for beliefs or practices differing from or conflicting with one’s own.’ Perhaps it can be stated more simply as: I put up with it without protest.

Tolerance is the bare minimum of required behavior for Sailors, but we should work to move beyond that.

At the acceptance level, “differences are acknowledged and their importance is neither denied nor belittled.” Perhaps one neighbor celebrates Easter and another Yom Kippur. Maybe your coworker eats curry and naan, your boss has adopted children and your friend wears a hijab. Is your response, “These things are interesting and important to them, but has very little impact on me” Why not read a book discussing a political position other than your own? You could try a new restaurant, go to an art event highlighting a different culture or engage people in conversation to learn more about what they value.

Respect implies admiration and high esteem for diversity. Nieto says with respect for diversity comes change—and often differences are used as the basis for activities. Rather than respond “that’s the way we’ve always done it,” why not take advantage of your diverse workgroup to come up with something new? Their different backgrounds and experiences may just result in a better solution.

In ‘Affirmation, Solidarity, and Critique’ Nieto reports the most powerful learning comes from working and struggling with one another, even if it is sometimes difficult and challenging. Yes, it is hard to find the best way to accomplish the mission when everyone involved has a different idea of how to get there. But the process of getting there may be as rewarding as achieving the goal.

We have the solidarity of being part of the world’s greatest Navy. Our shared goal is continued mission accomplishment, but it is okay to challenge the status quo. As you think about getting ready to mobilize, I challenge you to think about getting ready to flourish in a diverse environment, and to make the most of the diversity around you. Let’s be Level 4 ready!
ENTERING the ninth year of mobilizations since 2001, I believe each successful mobilization is directly related to a Sailor’s ability to be resilient. At first glance it may appear that the mobilization process is just a season. Like the cycle of a vineyard, this season of deployment is filled with phases. Typically, the pre-deployment phase may last two to four months, deployment phase six to 12 months, return and reunion phase one month and six months of a post-deployment phase.

Each one brings challenges to service members and families. The pre-deployment phase has preparation, anticipation and uncertainty. During deployment the emotional challenges are dangers, hardships, fear of failure and isolation. The return and reunion phase involves readapting, reconnecting, recovering and sharing narratives. Finally, the post-deployment phase involves putting the past in the past, retraining and future planning.

Though these cyclical events exist, some may view mobilization only as a period of obligatory time that must be served to maintain military eligibility. My spiritual advice for those with a seasonal mindset is found in Galatians 6:9, “So let’s not get tired of doing good. At just the right time we will reap a harvest of blessing if we don’t give up.”

Prior to the season of mobilization, plant seeds of love, forgiveness and appreciation, and you will reap benefits during and after deployment.

At second glance, mobilization is more than a season; it is a way of life. As I see Sailors forward deployed numerous times, I realize mobilization for some is a lifestyle.

Upon our initial enlistment or commission, the primary training focus is not “if” you will be mobilized but “when.” Therefore, at the outset, leadership vigorously and consistently articulates the importance of a mobilization mindset. As our military frame of reference matures with every drill, Navy Knowledge Online course and annual training experience, we are greater prepared to maintain the seamless integration between the active and Reserve component.

Each evolution hardwires our military consciousness for the challenges we may one day be called upon to face with honor, courage and commitment. For those who understand mobilization as a way of life, my spiritual advice is found in 2 Timothy 4:2, “Be prepared, whether the time is favorable or not.”

When mobilization becomes a way of life, the benefits of resilience are more apparent. The lessons learned from a successful mobilization should sharpen and heightened one’s perspective on life. Some of those benefits may include:

- Adaptability when changes occur.
- Confidence from successes giving you the ability to deal with new challenges and difficulties.
- Quickening the ability to bounce back after illness, injury and other hardships.
- Achieving goals even if there are obstacles.
- Staying focused and thinking clearly under pressure.

My spiritual advice for the resilient is found in James 1:2-4, “Dear brothers and sisters, when troubles come your way, consider it an opportunity for great joy. For you know that when your faith is tested, your endurance has a chance to grow. So let it grow, for when your endurance is fully developed, you will be perfect and complete, needing nothing.” Perseverance means to keep continuing forward with an attitude of hope and a smile on your face when confronted with unpleasant circumstances and great distresses.

“For everything there is a season, a time for every activity under heaven”
Ecclesiastes 3:1

“With ordinary talent and extraordinary perseverance, all things are attainable.” Thomas F. Buxton
THE Navy has countless recognition programs. Commands are recognized for battle efficiency, retention excellence and much more. Sailors are recognized for referrals to recruiters and at the end of tours and civilians are recognized for their service. But what about recognition for the little accomplishments along the way?

Recognition is about taking the time to say “Bravo Zulu shipmate, job well done.” The end of a tour should not be the only time we recognize Sailors. Recognition reinforces the actions and behaviors you most want to see repeated.

An effective recognition program is simple, immediate and powerfully reinforcing. Sailors who are recognized for their accomplishments have a sense of belonging and ownership and want to stay Navy.

There are two forms of recognition in the Navy, formal and informal.

Formal includes but is not limited to:

- Medals
- Letters of Appreciation
- Letters of Commendation
- Sailor of the Month/Quarter/Year
- Meritorious Mast

Informal includes but is not limited to:

- “1MC” announcements by the commanding officer (CO) or executive officer (XO)
- A personal note or e-mail from the CO, XO or command master chief (CMC)
- A coin from the CMC presented during quarters
- A phone call to a spouse or parent(s)
- A parking spot
- Head of the line privileges

The most important thing to remember about informal recognition is to think outside of the box when informally recognizing Sailors. Timing is also important. The sooner you acknowledge a Sailor’s performance, the clearer they get the message and the more likely they are to repeat the performance. Recognition is most powerful when it’s contingent. Leaders that bring doughnuts every Friday for everyone, however great for morale, may create an environment of entitlement. Make recognition contingent upon desired behavior and performance. Sailors value the recognition more and you’ll continue to see results.

There is a close relationship between Sailors’ overall satisfaction with their jobs and the Navy and their intention to stay or leave. The below statistics were taken from the Reserve portion of the 2009 ARGUS survey. The results show recognition as being influential in the decision of whether or not a Reservist stays in the Navy:

- Recognition of job accomplishment via an awards system:
  - Inadequate formal recognition influences 37 percent to leave.
  - Proper and appropriate recognition influences 63 percent to stay.

- Verbal praise for a job well done:
  - Lack of praise influences 29 percent to leave.
  - Appropriate praise influences 71 percent to stay.

Based on this information, leaders shouldn’t underestimate the power of positive reinforcement through formal and informal recognition. Recognize your Sailors and reinforce their importance to the TEAM.

T – Together
E – Everyone
A – Accomplishes the
M – Mission

You can find more information on recognition programs in the following instructions:

SECNAV 1650.1 (series) Outlines Navy and Marine Corps Awards.
SECNAV 12430.4 (series) DoN Performance management guidelines for civilian awards.
SECNAV 12451.3 (series) DoN Policy on Incentive Awards for Civilians.
SHIPMATES, does the phrase, “The upcoming Physical Fitness Assessment (PFA) cycle is just around the corner” scare you or is it just a reminder? As you complete this current PFA cycle I encourage you to keep in mind your preparation for future PFAs. If you feel anxiety when you hear we are 10 weeks out, it is time for a self assessment.

Proper Planning:
Muscle development and fat loss are factors you should consider while developing your plan. Aerobics incorporated with weight training exercises are necessary for toning and strengthening. Manage the amount of sugar intake and remember natural sugars contained in fruit are more easily processed and burned by the body. Lowering your sugar intake is helpful in improving your health.

Make a meal plan that actually works for you. Be realistic and account for others in your household. Fruit juices and promotional energy drinks contain more sugar than you may expect so read the nutritional facts on all food and drinks.

When developing your workouts, try to get someone to workout with you. This can be someone from the command, a relative or a friend. From a motivation and time management point of view you should set a time with this person for workouts. This gives a sense commitment and seriousness.

Never waste your holidays, leave and liberty; these are optimal times for physical training.

Tracking progress is very important. During the first few weeks of starting a program you may see dramatic results, but then results may begin to slow. This is considered a plateau and that’s when you refer to your plan and step up your routines. At this point it is time to push yourself and your body. Keep track of your routines to find the one most suitable for you. You may need to make adjustments along the way.

For assistance setting up a workout routine or inquiries for a personal trainer, visit your local gym and speak with the staff. Take a tour and have them explain what benefits and programs they offer. Also, your command fitness leaders can assist and provide tools to help you. Additionally, the Navy Physical Readiness Program Office has developed and provides information, instructions, briefs, links and frequently asked questions. Get smart on physical fitness.

Visit http://www.npc.navy.mil/CommandSupport/PhysicalReadiness/ and do your part to promote basic physical fitness, health and readiness. Strive to be a positive example for others to follow.

Physically Preparing for Mobilization:
Kevlar Helmet: The Kevlar helmet is approximately 3 lbs, therefore creating an additional workload for the neck musculature during extended periods of wear. If the neck muscles are not strengthened adequately, not only will they fatigue early and reduce the individual’s ability to perform certain combat training activities, but it may also result in injury, muscle soreness or tension headaches.

Interceptor Body Armor (IBA): Interceptor body armor may weigh anywhere from 25-40 lbs depending on the size of the vest, how many ballistic plates are inserted and if all the attachments (groin, throat and auxiliary protectors) are worn.

Combat Boots: The average weight of the combat boot is 4 lbs and varies depending on shoe size and company. Since the boot is more restrictive and weighs more than a running or cross training shoe, if an individual does not train properly prior to combat training activities, they will be more susceptible to lower extremity injuries such as shin splints and plantar fasciitis.

In order to reduce the incidence and severity of shin splints, all individuals should initiate tibialis anterior strength exercises.

Walking up hills or on treadmill is a good start. Begin these exercises several weeks prior to reporting to mobilization training in order to build up the shin muscles so they can accommodate for the extra weight of the boot during the combat training activities.
Focus on Families

Family Support News

Written by: Mr. James Warren

This month will bring together the Family Reserve Force Support team as we get ready to hold a Reserve specific ombudsman conference from April 30 to May 2, in Orlando, Fla. This has been long overdue for our hard working volunteers who give their time and energy to commit to our Reservists and their families as they get prepared for their rigorous mobilization deployments.

The Warrior/Family Support office at Commander, Navy Reserve Forces Command has made significant changes in the last couple of years and now offers more support to the field and to our Reservists on all matters pertaining to mobilization issues.

We currently have five family support administrators; one at each Regional Component Command (RCC). They support all Navy Operational Support Centers (NOSCs) across the Navy Reserve Force with regard to ombudsman training, family support, pre-deployment family readiness conferences (PDFRC) and Returning Warrior Workshops (RWW).

Our primary focus is to manage the ombudsman program, the command individual augmentee coordinator (CIAC) program and manage, coordinate and oversee all Yellow Ribbon events for the entire Navy Reserve.

The conference will open with our own returning warrior Commander, Navy Reserve Forces Command, Rear Adm. Lothrop S. Little as our guest speaker. He will speak about his experiences in Iraq and let us know what we can learn and take with us as a support team tools for the upcoming years of mobilizations.

Some items we will be highlighting will be operational combat stress, the Navy Family Accountability Assessment System, operational security, CIAC, family support, newsletters, the fleet and family service center, the joint family support assistance program, post 9/11 GI Bill, Yellow Ribbon initiatives and returning warrior workshops.

In other news, we received some great news from the ombudsman program advisory group. We have a new Chief of Naval Operations ombudsman-at-large, Mrs. Debbie Green. Debbie will act as a focal point for the important flow of information to Navy Ombudsmen, Sailors, and their families.

Scheduled for June 15-17 is the 2010 Certified Ombudsman Trainers Symposium for all in Norfolk, Va.

Newly launched is a Fleet and Family Support program Facebook page and Twitter profile for all service and family members.

Chief of Navy Installations Command (CNIC) has launched a Navy Ombudsman Program discussion group on Facebook for those in the Ombudsman registry.
A critical component of the Navy Reserve vision is the ability to provide timely support to global operations and to respond to surge requirements as demanded. To make this vision a reality requires trained Sailors, ready and available for deployment whenever needed. The ability to provide this kind of timely personnel support is a continuing challenge to unit leadership.

There are a variety of things leadership can do to improve Sailors’ mobilization readiness, and more importantly, to make a Sailor an effective asset once in theater. The following represents some basic activities leadership can undertake to make timely support a reality.

**Training:** How realistic or effective is the unit’s training? The mobilization and operational support assignments for many units can be anticipated with a reasonable degree of confidence. In these cases, unit leadership should strive to align training evolutions and requirements with the projected mobilization billets. Conversations with individuals who have mobilized to these billets can be valuable as a source of information for training officers looking to improve unit operational capabilities.

**Security Clearances:** Each Sailor owns their security clearance. It is up to them to make sure their clearances are current. Many billets require a security clearance and a Reservist with an expired clearance is a degraded asset. Given the time it takes for a clearance to be processed, a one year lead time is not too soon for Reservists to begin the process. Unit leadership can track current clearances and their issuance dates, and let Sailors know when expirations are approaching. They can also arrange for the Navy Operational Support Center (NOSC) security manager to educate the unit about the latest procedures for completing an application.

Unit leadership should not only explain why maintaining a security clearance is important, but ensure unit members are provided with adequate instruction regarding the application process.

**Medical:** It is surprising how many undocumented medical conditions are revealed upon notice of mobilization or during the in-processing prior to actual deployment. These conditions often result in the individual becoming non-deployable, thus degrading the unit’s ability to provide the required surge capability. Unit leadership must be diligent in tracking the medical and dental readiness of personnel. Performance results on the physical health assessment are another indicator of an individual’s overall health and capability to deploy.

**Others’ Experiences:** NOSCs are full of Sailors who have recently deployed. These individuals represent valuable subject matter experts about mobilization for your unit personnel. They can provide first hand knowledge about issues as diverse as managing family life while away, negotiating the Tricare health system, family care plans, the emotional issues of separation and the tax implications of combat pay. Their discussion of these issues will make your Sailors more mobilization ready as well as more effective once they are in theater. Make sure your unit learns from their experiences so mistakes are not repeated.

The Reserve Force provides the Navy with strategic depth by developing a cadre of trained personnel available to surge when needed. Unit leadership allows this to occur by proactively managing the mobilization readiness of its Sailors.

Beyond mobilization readiness, unit leadership must also emphasize the training and education necessary to make a mobilized Reservist a meaningful in-theater asset. These leadership efforts will permit the Navy Reserve to provide effective on-demand expertise across the warfighting spectrum.
WE
ALL
SERVE

Mr Keith Vaughn, Managing Partner of Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, PLLC
with employee and U.S. Navy Reserve
Lieutenant Commander Christopher Geis

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD ★ ARMY RESERVE ★ NAVY RESERVE ★ MARINE RESERVE
COAST GUARD RESERVE ★ AIR NATIONAL GUARD ★ AIR FORCE RESERVE

We all serve. Whether serving our communities or our country, members of the National Guard and Reserve depend on their military units, families, and employers for support. Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve is a Department of Defense agency that seeks to promote a culture in which all American employers support and value the military service of their employees by recognizing outstanding support, increasing awareness of the law and resolving conflict through mediation.
WHEN mother nature knocked the Caribbean island of Haiti to her knees January 12, a proud group of Reserve Sailors stepped up to support the battered island nation.

Navy Cargo Handling Battalion 13, a Reserve logistics unit headquartered in Gulfport, Miss., responded within 48 hours to assist with Operation Unified Response—the United States’ organized relief effort that is sending personnel, food, supplies and medical equipment to the region which was devastated by the 7.0 earthquake.

The Reservists, who specialize in supply and logistics missions, support Combined Task Force-48 (CTF 48), which was established January 17 and is commanded by Rear Adm. Patricia E. Wolfe, a recalled Reservist from Jacksonville, Fla. CTF 48 is strategically established at Naval Station, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (GTMO), a mere 170 miles east of Port-au-Prince, Haiti. The GTMO location serves as a “lillypad” for CTF 48 to ship supplies via land and air to Haiti through interagency and international levels of operation.

Within days of the earthquake, the unit members were called to active duty from Navy Operational Support Centers (NOSC) in Mississippi, Missouri and Texas to support the major relief work. Reservists from these NOSCs were willing to step up to the challenge, embodying the Reserve force motto of being “Ready Now. Anytime, Anywhere.”

“They asked for volunteers on Friday,” Logistics Specialist 2nd Class Ann-Marie Shy said. “On Sunday we were told to put our orders in and the day after we were on a flight to Cuba.”

Written by Specialist Juanita Philip
JTF Public Affairs, Guantanamo Bay
Reservists Help Haiti

The assignment served as a new experience for many of the Reservists. “I’ve never worked on a humanitarian mission,” Shy said. “While it’s extremely rewarding, the work is not much different since we’re trained to unload planes, and that’s what we are doing.”

With the use of standard forklifts and extended forklifts, called millennia military vehicles, the unit quickly unloaded pallets of supplies, which included food, water, Meals Ready to Eat (MRE), bedding and dry goods. They were repackaged at Guantanamo Bay’s piers or at the base airfield and then sent to Haiti on ships and aircraft.

Although these Reserve Sailors don’t see the goods delivered on the ground in Haiti, they appreciate how their work contributes toward helping people.

“Everybody can do something by giving money, but, we’re here doing our Navy jobs, which by extension directly helps these people who’ve been hardest hit,” Shy said.

The supplies the unit moves do not just come from the U.S. Supplies are provided by many countries and non-government organizations. “We received a shipment from the Columbian Red Cross, with mattresses, cots and dry goods,” said Logistics Specialist 2nd Class Yvonne Macias. “There was even a pallet with a small bike. That was nice to see.”

In the brief amount of time the task force has been established, the logistics hub has been the focal point for the receipt and transfer of more than 1.86 million bottles of water, 962,000 meal rations, 52,000 bedding cots, 850 tent units and 850 pallets filled
with medical supplies and equipment to the Haiti joint area of operations.

Even though this operation is global, there is something personal about what they are doing. Cases of baby food arrived on the Guantanamo airfield and while they were being put on pallets, the Reservists were told the Marines would be passing them out from the back of their vehicles directly to the people who needed them most.

“What I’ve touched here will go directly into the hands of a Marine and then into the hands of a person in need,” Shy said. “That, I can visualize.”

Although the unit has been working long hours to move the supplies, this side of the relief effort seems to be winding down about month after the earthquake happened.

Leading Chief Petty Officer at the airfield terminal counter Chief Yeoman Tracey McDonald foresees a resurgence of activity through Guantanamo Bay when the military begins to scale down operations in Haiti.

“There is a tremendous amount of people on the ground that will have to come back through Guantanamo,” McDonald said of the personnel stationed in Haiti. “That will become part of our mission here as well -- to make sure they get through here and back to the states as painlessly as possible.”

When the relief efforts have wrapped up, the joint logistics hub will be seen as a prime example of the U.S. Navy carrying out its role as a “Global Force for Good” in the world community.

“I absolutely believe this is a very important mission,” McDonald said. “In times of major need and world crises such as this earthquake, the Navy is well-equipped in their ability to respond.”

The nature of assignments like Haiti relief is an ideal use of Reserve personnel. Reservists have the ability to report to an assignment quickly, bring valuable skills needed for a mission and then return home when a mission is complete.

Previous page: Navy Boatswains Mate 1st Class Jose Martinez throws a strap over a spreader bar at U.S. Naval Station Guantanamo Bay. NCHB 13 was activated to provide logistics support at U.S. Naval Station Guantanamo Bay for Operation Unified Response. Photo by Mass Communications Specialist 3rd Class Joshua Nistas.

Above left: A Sailor assigned to Task Force 48 moves pallets of relief supplies at the airfield at Naval Station Guantanamo Bay. TF-48 is leading the joint logistics hub at GTMO in the effort to transport humanitarian relief supplies to support Operation Unified Response. Photo by Chief Mass Communication Specialist Bill Mesta.

Above right: Thousands of displaced Haitians live in one of the many tent cities located throughout the capital of Port-au-Prince. Photo by Seaman Ash Severe

Left: Logistics Specialist 2nd Class Yvonne Macias operates an extended forklift at CTF 48, the Joint Logistics Hub, at Guantanamo Bay. Macias, a Navy Reservist from Houston, is with Navy Cargo Handling Battalion (NCHB) providing logistics support to Operation Unified Response, the U.S. Haiti relief effort. Photo by Mass Communications Specialist 3rd Class Joshua Nistas.
We have many talented people in our Navy. Each month we highlight our stellar Sailors and some of the unique careers, skills and services they are providing to the fleet. E-mail the editor, james.vormdran@navy.mil, for the submission form if you'd like to nominate a Sailor. Please include a high-resolution (300 dpi) 5”x7” digital photo of the candidate.

Hometown: Jacksonville, Fla.

NOSC: Naval Air Facility Washington D.C.

Unit: Full-time support

Brief description of your Navy job: Reserve Pay Clerk for 24 units with over 500 members.

Brief description of your civilian job: N/A

What has been your greatest Navy achievement? My greatest Navy achievement was making it home safely from my first Individual Augmentee assignment. I did Detainee Operations in Iraq for nine months in 2009 and I was awarded the Joint Service Commendation Medal for my efforts.

Who has been your biggest influence since joining the Navy? In 2008, I took the opportunity to work for the eleventh Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy, MCPON Joe Campa. I had only been in the Navy for a few years, and I had just made AZ3 when I went to his office. In the nine months that I was there, I learned so much about the Navy. We all know that it’s hard to follow in a MCPON’s footsteps, but it’s given me something to strive for, especially since I plan to make a career out of the Navy.

What do you enjoy most about the Navy? The opportunity to travel, the chance to get to see and meet people away from home, and the fact that no matter where you are or what you do for the Navy, you learn more about yourself than you thought you knew. Though you don’t always know what’s around the next corner, there’s always a shipmate somewhere that has been through the same thing at one point, and we all help each other out.

Most interesting place visited since joining the Navy: I would have to say Iraq was the most interesting place I’ve visited since joining the Navy. I say this because it was a very different world for me. Despite the dangers of being there, I was able to learn about how Iraqis live. I learned about their cultures and traditions and how different they are from Americans. I also had to learn a bit of their language.

Current hobbies: I enjoy going to the gym, road trips, and grilling.
As technology advances in the world, the Navy Reserve is improving the way it adapts and uses technology to keep Sailors connected. During fiscal year 2010, Commander, Navy Reserve Forces Command (CNRFC), N6 code will be working to expand some of the current practices the Reserve Force is already using while implementing some new technology that will improve access.

“Access: Anytime, Anywhere’ is our vision for the next few years with the Navy Reserve,” said Capt. Matthew Ragan, chief technology officer, CNRFC. “Many companies already work this way and it’s up to leadership to create an environment Navy Reservists want to work in.

We’re trying to mimic the top 50 employers: they’re successful for a reason. One of the reasons they are successful is because all of their employees can collaborate. All the best ideas don’t come from leadership. Many come from the deck plates and we need to capture those ideas so we can implement the best ones.”

The first improvement Reservists can expect is the consolidation of all Reservists on the Navy and Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI) for both secure internet protocol routing and unclassified network users.

“It’s going to be a big deal that will save the Navy $100,000 a month. The Navy Reserve will be riding 100 percent within NMCI. We will have no legacy networks to manage or get accredited,” Ragan said. “We are taking all of our legacy applications and functionality and rolling it into SharePoint so it has the same SharePoint look and feel. The applications will at least have the same functionality but more often than not they will have increased functionality. This greatly reduces the work load.”

With an increased emphasis on SharePoint, N6 will be working to increase the usability and collaborative efforts available on the Navy Reserve homeport. Users will be able to set up communities of interest to share files, pass information on ratings, schedules, points of contacts and lessons learned. This will turn SharePoint into a virtual pass-down binder available to Reservists worldwide.

“We are redesigning the private side landing page to make it more oriented to the business of the force.
as apposed to a bulletin board or an information exchange,“ said Michael Schoedler, director of IT programs and policy. “We've redesigned it to have immediate links to those activities that are associated more with the day-to-day business of anyone in the force. When Reservists are in the portal, everything they need to do their job is a click or two away.”

To increase a Sailor’s access to tools like SharePoint, some Reservists will get to work with a new device called the MobiKEY®. This portable virtual desktop can fit into one hand and connect to any Windows-based computer with a universal serial bus port.

The MobiKEY® allows a Reservist to create a virtual network to their home command without installing new hardware to the computer they are using. This will allow the Reservists access to shared drives and Navy applications even when away from the office. The MobiKEY® doesn’t have drivers so it will not pick up viruses or malware from its host computer and it works with the user’s common access card (CAC).

“When you improve access to information, you speed up the business process,” Ragan said. “People will have more flexibility and we will increase their ability to get Navy work done in a less intrusive way. The systems and applications will be more available.”

Another access possibility that is going to become more available for Reservists at Navy Operational Support Centers (NOSC) and squadrons are new Wi-Fi hot spots. Some NOSCs and squadrons will start to receive Wi-Fi this year. The goal is for all NOSCs and squadrons to have it during fiscal year 2011. Combined with currently available CAC readers and the new MobiKEY®, Reservists will be able to take personal laptops into work with them and link into the Wi-Fi.

The goal is improved access to network online tools like the Navy Reserve Homeport. This will effectively reduce the current wait time for NOSC computers, allowing users to have quicker access to Navy programs they need to do their jobs effectively.

“Sailors will not log-in like they do when using NMCI. It will be managed like a home Wi-Fi password protected system. Each location will have a set number of established connections for accessing the system. People will not be able to use the Wi-Fi outside a certain area or without an assigned access code,” said Cmdr. Chris Pratt, CNRFC N6. “By combining these technologies, we are confident Reservists will be better able to complete their missions with less time spent worrying about access.”

“I would like Reservists to know their questions and concerns are being heard,” Ragan said. “I think with all these emerging technical issues, there will always be a yes down the road. We may not be able to field the solution right away, but it is not because we don't want to. We need to exercise patience and due diligence to make sure the solution we deploy results in secure and reliable end-to-end communication that facilitates the mission accomplishment.”

While these are the main technologies N6 is looking to implement and expand right now, they are always looking for ways to improve practices to increase access, usability and security. Reservists can expect more changes in the future to help them have Access: Anytime, Anywhere.
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Answering the Call

Written by MCSN Oliver Cole, Naval Air Forces Public Affairs
ANSWERING the call for help and leaving behind their civilian lives, hundreds of Navy Reservists assigned to fleet logistic support squadrons (VR) deployed Jan. 14, to support Haiti relief efforts as part of Operation Unified Response.

Operation Unified Response is the joint U.S. military operation providing humanitarian assistance and disaster relief to Haiti in wake of a 7.0 magnitude earthquake that devastated the country Jan. 12.

According to Naval Air Forces’ VR Program Manager Cmdr. Chad Baker, the Navy’s Reserve aviation component possesses all the “medium and heavy-lift air transport assets,” making them the primary platform for supplying Haiti with the materials, personnel and equipment needed to help push through the devastation.

“The specific VR mission in Haiti is logistics transportation for the relief assets,” said Baker. “Primarily we fly the cargo into [U.S. Naval Station] Guantanamo Bay and stage it there for further transfer into Port Au Prince, Haiti; that includes Navy personnel, water, food and medical personnel.”

Six weeks into the mission, Naval Aviation Reserve air crews have logged more than 450 flight hours, delivering in excess of two million pounds of cargo and personnel including:

- 1.38 million pounds of meals ready to eat, medical supplies and water.
- 139,655 pounds of gear and equipment used by the mobile diving and salvage units.
- 221,949 pounds of equipment has been scheduled for the Expeditionary Logistics Support Group, including six large forklifts and a 25,000 pound K-loader.
- 63,860 pounds of equipment has been scheduled for the mobile ashore support terminal.
- 669 medical personnel and 78,498 pounds of medical supplies.

Currently, the Reserve VR force is using a variety of aircraft including C-40 “Clippers,” C-9 “Skytrains,” C-20 “Gulfstreams,” C-130 “Hercules” and C-12 “Hurons.” These come from 15 Reserve VR squadrons and perform multi-day and multiple-hit missions.

“I’m obviously very proud of the effort and overall willingness of all Navy personnel to step up when needed the most,” said Commander, Naval Air Forces Reserve Rear Adm. Patrick McGrath. “To be honest, I’m not surprised at the ability of Navy Reservists to make meaningful contributions. You often hear about a feeling of being part of something bigger than yourself. The units, crews and Sailors that are contributing know they are privileged to bring comfort, and hopefully, some hope, to so many that have lost so much.”

Naval Aviation’s VR Reserve efforts in Haiti directly tie into the Chief of Naval Operations’ “Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower” - which outlines the Navy’s standing commitment to support regional allies.
WHEN it comes to being “Ready Now. Any time, Anywhere,” Commander U. S. Naval Forces Europe (CNE)-Commander 6th Fleet (C6F) Maritime Partnership Program (MPP) Reserve Detachment 513, Great Lakes, fits the bill. The Reservists in this unit live all around the Midwest but many of them drill out of the Naval Operational Support Center (NOSC) on Naval Station Great Lakes. Their availability doesn’t just consist of them meeting up at NOSC Great Lakes for their monthly drills. The majority of the work these Reservists do takes place on both U.S. coasts and even in Europe. The content of the work they do consists of working with a number of European nations to build cohesive interoperability. That’s a tall order to fill, but these Reservists are up to the task.
With a lot of CNE-C6F MPP Reserve Det 513’s work happening in Europe, it takes people with certain skills and abilities to make their assignments successful. This means the participation of Reservists with particular civilian skill sets is not only beneficial; it’s essential. CNE-E6f MPP Reserve Det 513 fits that bill too.

“As Reservists, we come from different backgrounds with different skill sets; aviation, surface warfare, logistics and engineering for example,” said CNE-E6F MPP Reserve Det 513 member, Lt. Cmdr. Raymond M. Gherardini. “Additionally, we have folks that speak Croation, Italian and other European languages. This makes us more than qualified to be ambassadors to the various foreign military members we work with.”

The backbone of the MPP for CNE-C6F is military-to-military interoperability. Their mission is to support Commander, Sixth Fleet by coordinating and completing military-to-military events with the eastern European countries of Albania, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Croatia, Georgia, Romania, Turkey, Poland and the Ukraine.

“Our overall goal is to establish personal and professional relationships with our foreign counterparts,” said Gherardini. “A lot of the militaries we interact with are still in the process of establishing themselves post-Cold War. By engaging them in the various familiarization events with U.S. fleet commands, our counterparts can see how we train, operate and function.

Our hope and goal is that by taking part in activities with us, they can take some of that information and experience back with them to their respective countries. Also, by establishing relations, we are creating a bond with these countries and their militaries. Should the need arise to operate together in the future, relationships have already been established.”

Nowhere is this more evident than in the recent U.S. visit from a group of high-ranking Ukrainian naval officers. Sailors from CNE-C6f MPP Reserve Det 513 coordinated various training and educational opportunities for the visitors in a number of different locations. The foreign officers were able to see and participate in water survival training and flight simulator training in Great Lakes, tour U.S. Navy ships USS Nimitz (CVN 68) and USS Rentz (FFG 46) and see Navy SEAL training in San Diego, Calif.

Maritime Action Officer, Senior Chief Boatswain’s Mate (Air Crew) Kevin O’Brien supplied his expertise through the entire Ukrainian visit. O’Brien speaks fluent Russian and is currently living in Sevastopol, Ukraine on active-duty special work orders. O’Brien lent his skills as an interpreter throughout the Ukrainian’s visit.

“Our goal for this event was to familiarize and expose our Ukrainian counterparts to how we develop our senior enlisted and also enhance military relationships with both countries,” said O’Brien. “Not only were we able to brief them on our developmental processes, but we were able to take the group out to the fleet and show them our processes in action.”
WHEN Jimmy Buffet wrote the song, “Window on the World” he probably had no idea it would be played for a Navy Reservist who was one of the first to look through a very real window of the world. The window Capt. Kay Hire, commanding officer of Navy Reserve Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command 1010 in Austin, Texas, was looking out of was that of a newly installed seven panel copula on the international space station.
Mission specialist Hire, along with fellow astronaut pilot Terry Virts, cranked open the shutters of the cupola one at a time to test the deployment mechanisms. “Terry and Kay, you are clear to open window number seven for a shutter check and get the first view out the cupola,” Endeavour commander George Zamka called out.

The seven windows provide a breathtaking view of space, Earth and visiting spacecraft, while the 360-degree viewing spectrum provides a vital access point for monitoring spacewalks and docking operations.

The mission was known as STS-130 and was the 32nd shuttle mission to the station.

During the two-week mission Zamka, Virts and Hire, fellow mission specialists Stephen Robinson, Nicholas Patrick and Robert Behnken left behind more than 36,000 pounds of hardware.

STS-130 included three spacewalks and the installation of the Tranquility node, a module that provides additional room for crew members and many of the space station’s life support and environmental control systems. Tranquility and its cupola are the final major U.S. portions of the station. The orbiting laboratory now is approximately 90 percent complete in terms of mass.

Hire began work with NASA at the Kennedy Space Center in 1989, first as an orbiter processing facility activation engineer and later as a space shuttle orbiter mechanical systems engineer for Lockheed Space Operations Company. In 1991, she certified as a space shuttle test project engineer and headed the checkout of the extravehicular mobility units (spacesuits) and Russian orbiter docking system. In 1994, she was assigned as the supervisor of space shuttle orbiter mechanical systems and launch pad access swing arms.

Selected by NASA for astronaut training December 1994, Hire reported to the Johnson Space Center March 1995. After a year of training, she initially worked in mission control as a spacecraft
communicator. Since then she has served as the astronaut office lead for the shuttle avionics integration laboratory, shuttle payloads, flight crew equipment, the astronaut office shuttle branch, and the astronaut support personnel team. Hire flew as Mission Specialist-2 on STS-90 Neurolab in 1998 and logged more than 381 hours in space.

“My first flight was on the space shuttle Columbia and we had the Spacelab which was a laboratory that filled the majority of the payload bay of the space shuttle. It was a great facility but in comparison to the International Space Station it was absolutely teeny,” Hire said.

During her latest mission on Endeavour, Hire was responsible for operating the space shuttle robotic arm and assisting with operating the international space station robotic arm.

As the era of shuttle launches reaches its end with three missions remaining, Hire has mixed emotions about the program. “I’ve been involved with the space shuttle for twenty years and it’s been a tremendous experience for me. I’m just so fortunate to have worked the ground aspect of the space shuttle as well as had the opportunity to fly the space shuttle and now go to the international space station,” Hire said.

Talking about the final few missions for the program Hire felt a little sad to see it come to an end. Hire thinks back on the wonderful experience the program has been and feels working with the team as being a tremendous experience. “It’s like a family and in some ways it’s kind of sad because we do see this family moving on to other things and that’s a little bit bittersweet. We are very excited about continuing space exploration, continuing all the work we are doing on the international space station and then moving forward,” Hire said.
In a small village along the eastern coast of Africa, where the aroma of fresh fish is a welcoming smell, a local fisherman struggles with wet, entangled nets in an effort to collect the day’s meager catch. For centuries this was daily routine, but over-fishing and pollution is now endangering this way of life. Better ports, fisheries and security measures are needed to stabilize this situation and stimulate commerce.

To help, the Navy is now sending teams from the Maritime Civil Affairs and Security Training Command (MCAST) to assist communities like this. Deploying to regions on a recurring basis, the teams develop ongoing relationships with local leaders to help solve local problems. From harbor access to local fishing practices, Maritime Civil Affairs Teams (MCAT) work with the local populace and government leadership to find sustainable solutions that lead to economic growth and development. The focus is on helping partner nations help themselves through projects that improve maritime security and stability.

“It’s like the old adage, ‘Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime,’” Reservist Lt. Cmdr. Jamie Rock, officer in charge of MCAT Detachment 214 said.

Diverse Sailors with Diverse Missions

Written by: Maritime Civil Affairs and Security Training Command Public Affairs
Rock, along with four other Reserve MCAST Sailors, recently returned from a six-month African deployment. While deployed, the Reservists worked with local African government officials, the U.S. Department of Fisheries, the U.S. Department of Agriculture and Navy Seabee’s to refurbish schools, rebuild infrastructure, repair port structures and restore an 18th century cistern.

“We have a diverse group of Sailors on our team. One Sailor builds elevators as his civilian job and another is a Merchant Marine. We have a marine surveyor and another team member fixes medical lab equipment,” Rock said. “These skills combined are very useful when you go out and do assessments of waterways, ports and harbors. This is an extraordinary component that the Reservist attached to MCAST brings to Combined Joint Task Force-Horn of Africa.”

MCATs deploy globally and engage on the front lines of maritime security to support joint task force component and combatant commanders. MCATs are comprised of Sailors that bear unique language expertise and cultural skills in order to quickly identify the critical needs of local citizens in the most vulnerable regions of the world.

Nearly 40 percent of these Sailors are Reservists. “Working for MCAST is rewarding. I don’t know of any other community where so few can accomplish so much and at such junior ranks,” Rock said.

MCAST Sailors are specifically selected for these missions and represent a variety of designators. Rock’s returning MCAT team is comprised of an electrician’s mate, boatswain’s mate, master-at-arms and an operations specialist.

All MCAT team members, active and Reserve, undergo an extensive maritime civil affairs and cultural training process to prepare them to be maritime civil affairs generalists. The teams also learn how to coordinate and interact with other government agencies, non-government organizations, foreign militaries and partner nation local populace.

In Tanga, Tanzania, the MCAT Reserve team worked with local officials to help the community gain an International Security Port Standards certification (ISPS). This certification lowers the insurance premiums ships pay during port calls and is an important step toward increasing local commerce.

“The leaders were extremely receptive and understood the importance of gaining their ISPS standard,” Boatswain’s Mate 1st Class Brian Shapley said. “The township ran out of funding for their security wall and we were able to find the money necessary by working through embassy.”

After the crash of Yemenia Airways Flight 626 in the Indian Ocean, MCAT Det 203 coordinated group support and liaison with local authorities to execute search and rescue (SAR) operations. Comoros, the small African nation where these efforts originated, possesses almost no sea rescue capabilities. The MCAT was instrumental in collaborating with the French military maritime rescue effort while assisting a U.S. Air Force SAR team.

The five person MCAT teams are led by a junior officer or senior enlisted member. This is a community where junior Sailors are responsible for conducting dozens of face-to-face engagements with foreign military, civilians and government agencies.
These were my thoughts which I compulsively wrote down in the aftermath of a vehicle-borne suicide bomb attack on the main gate of International Security Assistance Force Headquarters in Kabul, Afghanistan. I was in the barracks nearby when it all happened.

There’s a huge crater the size of a swimming pool in the road where the guy melted himself under the heat and pressure of hundreds of pounds of explosives.

Such things I will never understand. What is it that drives someone to commit such a horrific act? It certainly goes beyond the borders of state politics and likely deep into the realm of insanity. There’s nothing left of Ahmad, which I know was the guy’s name. I know this because before the crater had even stopped smoldering, the Taliban e-mailed us a press release praising Ahmad’s work. I read it when I went to work. I think we’re all pretty shaken up on this compound, in the jittery aftermath of all this.

I work the night shift, so I was asleep when he rolled through the Green Zone streets, looking for somewhere to strike.

The explosion actually knocked me out of bed. I had just finally dozed off, and woke up on the floor. I could feel everything around me vibrating, shaking through my arms to my neck and head, then back to my very core. The building swayed like an accordion and my teeth chattered in rhythm. It was like a loud, sustained episode of thunder, accompanied by a massive earthquake. In the darkness of the room, I instinctively pressed my body against the floor, using my available senses to feel what was happening.

Mortar attack? Rocket? Assault? None of these seemed plausible.

As I tried to wrap my groggy brain around the situation, everything subsided. There was dust everywhere, but it was eerily quiet for about 30 seconds.

And then I heard someone shouting, cursing, screaming to get out of the building, we’re under attack! Get to the bunkers!

It was surreal. My door had been blown open, and I momentarily just lay there watching figures move by in the dusty subdued light streaming in from the new holes punched in the walls and exit ways. I scrambled to my feet, and absently grabbed some pants and shower shoes, threw on my dog tags and ID pouch—and staggered out into the hallway.

The hall was filled with so much dirt and dust that I couldn’t see anything but the shadowy movements of people working their way down to the exit. All the barracks doors had been blown open, it seemed. We all went room to room, a stunned mob, peering into the rooms through the haze, calling out to people, listening for a response and then entering the space, always glad to find an empty space without an unconscious comrade, or worse.

The terrorist didn’t get any uniformed troops that day, but he did kill some local civilians who’d been in British and Afghan security forces hold the line after suicide attack rocked ISAF Headquarters in Kabul.
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the wrong place, at the wrong time. I found the person who had screamed for us to get out of the building. This one Chief was standing at the exit wearing only a t-shirt and short pants under his Interceptor Body Armor and Kevlar helmet. He was quite a sight with his loaded M-16 pointed at the ceiling, screaming as he waved his rifle, “Get out of here! Now! We’re under attack! Get to the bunkers!”

The sunlight hurt my eyes, and I saw a black plume of smoke churning into the air, right over the wall closest to our barracks. I saw a lieutenant colonel that I know, and followed him down the outside stairs. A grizzled, middle-aged Army man, he looked over at me and asked, “You doin’ okay, Chief?”

It’s funny because that’s the same thing he says to me whenever I pass him on the narrow streets of the compound. Not really a question so much as a greeting. But this time, I think he was really asking me if I was okay.

I shrugged my shoulders and rolled my eyes, like this was no big deal, and said, “Yes sir, I’m fine. How about you?” His reply was his usual, “Never better.”

Then he just kept walking, and I followed him out to the bunkers. People were calling out, “Look for secondary explosives! Watch where you walk!” as we made our way outside in the dusty haze of filthy sunlight. We still didn’t know what had happened.

The female barracks is right next to ours, and it was far worse off. There were gaping holes in the bulkhead, literally exposing barracks rooms to the open air. I could see the beds, the knick knacks and toiletries and other personal belongings thrown on the floor by the concussion.

We sat there and mustered in the makeshift bunkers. There were 13 disheveled people in one bunker with me, and eventually the squawking Chief joined us as well.

I thought of the local Afghans who clean our building, and asked myself, did one of them plant an IED? I was suddenly filled with rage and distrust. Then I noticed, sitting in our bunker between two Macedonian soldiers, the cleaning lady who cared for the female barracks. I could see how scared and weary she looked. She was crying, and the two Macedonian soldiers, also female, held her hands and comforted her with soothing words.

I remembered hearing before that this woman had personally seen the cruel insurgency violence in the recent past. She’d been forced to watch her husband die, murdered by the Taliban in her village, when she was 8-months pregnant. I felt horrible sorrow for her.

That’s when it hit me how close we’d all come to buying the farm today. Just a little closer, just a little more explosive, a little more dumb luck and we’d have been toast.

How can you train to sleep defensively? How can you protect yourself from a, fanatical enemy that will stop at nothing, including killing themselves and innocent civilians, to get to their target? You can’t. You just roll the dice.
Activation and Mobilization Checklist

Required Documents for Your Family and You.

A. Pay/Direct Deposit/Allotment
- Voided personal check or deposit slip (displaying bank address/telephone, bank routing/account numbers).
- Bank account information (bank address/telephone, bank routing/account numbers) for each desired allotment.
- Copy of current mortgage(s) (with principal/interest/tax/insurance breakdown) and documentation of one month’s average utilities. OR Copy of house or apartment rental agreement and documentation of one month’s average utilities.
- Copy(s) of current child support agreement(s).
- If Medical Corps (MC), Dental Corps (DC), Medical Service Corps (MSC) (Clinical), Nurse Corps (NC) certified copies or proof of the following:
  - Current license/certification – Current BCLS, ACLS, PALS, etc.
  - Current demographic information if MC – Internship
  - Residency – Board certification in specialty or board certification qualifications.

B. Service Record/PSD
- Certification of discharge/separation (DD 214) for all former periods of active duty.
- Your birth certificate or passport (for those deploying OUCONUS).
- Birth, adoption or guardianship certificates for family members.
- Social Security Numbers for self and family members.
- Certified copy of marriage certificate for present marriage.
- Certified copies of documentation terminating any previous marriage (divorce/annulment/spouse’s death certificate).
- Certification of full-time enrollment for self and college-age dependents from school register.
- Signed statement from licensed physician for dependent parent/children over twenty-one years of age who are incapacitated.
- Current DON Family Care Plan Certification (NAVPER 1740/6).
- Emergency Contact Information (Page 2).

C. Security Clearance
- Certified copy of naturalization papers.
- Names/addresses of personal/professional references (minimum of 3 each required).
- Names/addresses/dates of employment for the past ten years (or since graduation from high school).

D. Legal
- Location of current valid will.
- Copy of current power(s) of attorney
- Documentation to support potential legal issues, such as loss of college tuition assistance, loss of security deposit on lease, loss of employee medical benefits.

E. Medical
- Verify Defense Eligibility Enrollment Reporting System (DEERS) information for self and family members.
- Copy of most recent eyeglass prescription and extra set of eyeglasses. (*NOTE: Contact lenses may not be authorized depending upon duty assignment.)
- Extra hearing aid/batteries.
- Documentation of significant medical/dental conditions not documented in military medical/dental records.
- Copy of prescription(s) issued by physician (or other documentation of approved medications). Minimum 90 days supply of medications.
- Documentation to support enrollment of exceptional family member in available Navy/DOD programs.
- Documentation of enrollment in TRICARE SLEEPS Dental Program (TSRDP).
- Complete appropriate Medical Screening documents.
- NAVMED 1300/4, Expedient Medical and Dental Screening for Individual Augmentation and Support Assignments to Overseas Contingency Operations
- NAVMED 1300/5 - 11, Area of Responsibility theater-specific medical screening forms
- NAVMED 1300/21, Medical Suitability Certification
- NAVMED 1300/22, Expedient Screening Checklist

F. Personal
- Driver’s license (to support issuance of government license.)
- For those authorized POY travel, vehicle registration/insurance documentation.
- Documentation to support any claim delay and/or exemption.
- Completed and mailed application for registration and absentee ballot. Federal Post Card Application (FFCA, SF 76), Federal Write-in Ballot (FWAB, SF 186).

* * * NOTE: If requirements listed above for Service Record/PSD and Security Clearance are reflected in your service record, you need not bring additional documents.
1. Messing and Berthing

- Verify whether you will be reimbursed for commercial or government berthing and messing.
- A Berthing Endorsement or Certification of Non Availability (CNA) is required for reimbursement of commercial lodging expenses (hotel cost). If a CNA is not provided on your itinerary and you are directed to stay in government berthing, you must stay in government quarters or obtain a CNA endorsement from the local berthing authority.
- Verify government messing availability/non-availability at check-in. If messing is directed but not available, endorsement or order modification is required for meal reimbursement.

2. SELRES Pay & Allowance (for AT & ADT orders)

- Upon reporting for duty, submit to that Command's local PSD.
- Orders with Command Endorsements (Note: Orders must be imprinted with the word “ORIGINAL”).
- Copy of current/verified NAVPERS 1070/60 “Page 2.”
- Completed and signed ALDUTRA PAY AND ALLOWANCE CHECKLIST (requirement varies by PSD).
- Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) Certificate.

3. SELRES Travel Claim Checklist (for all orders: AT, ADT & IDTT)

- Submit the following to your Reserve Activity within two (2) working days of completing travel.
- Completed Travel Voucher DD 1351-2 with ORIGINAL signature.
- Copy of endorsed orders.
- Second copy of endorsed orders (only required for IDTT processing).
- Receipts for lodging (regardless of amount) and all reimbursable expenses over $75.00 or more. Credit card receipts are not acceptable for rental cars. Actual rental car receipts are required.
- Copy of SATO Travel Itinerary (if travel incurred).
- Completed Direct Deposit “verification” form with Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) data (some PSDs require this only upon change to EFT data; requirement varies by PSD).
- Certification of Non-Availability (CNA) for commercial lodging/meals from the BEQ/BOQ (if SATO has not already provided this on your itinerary).
- Reserve Activity Authorizing Officer (AO) approval.

NOTE: Incomplete Travel Claims can result in returned or incomplete payment!

To minimize errors on your Travel Claims, see detailed instructions for your PSD and global forms at http://www.pnasd.navy.mil.

REF: IFTR VOL 1 and JTR VOL 2 / DODPMR VOL 9 U2510

Endorsed and approved by: PSAs LANT, WEST, PAC and EUR
Provided by: CIRFFE CUSTOMER SERVICE DIRECTORATE / NDQO
CONSTRUCTION BATTALION

When your friends ask you about your weekend, what are you going to say? In the Navy Reserve, you’ll have more opportunities, more adventures, and great benefits. And best of all, you’ll be helping those who need it the most. To find out more, visit navyreserve.com or call 1-800-USA-USNR.